NOTE:
All materials are indicative only.
Please refer to the material schedule for exact detail.

NOTE:
The Copyright of the design remains with Architects and may not be reproduced in any form without their prior written consent.
Written dimensions must be used in preference to scaled.
Contractors must check all dimensions on site.
Discrepancies are to be reported to the Architects/historian proceeding.
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REVISIONS

CLIENT:

PROJECT:
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, LAND EAST OF HOLT ROAD, HORSFORD

DRAWING TITLE:
HOUSE TYPE - 67 & 1B M

PLANS

67: As drawn - Plots 32, 41, 79, 229 & 218        Handed - Plots 19, 42, 43, 82 & 211

1B M: As drawn - Plots 30, 31, 39, 40, 77, 78, 219, 220, 230 & 231

Handed - Plots 20, 21, 44, 45, 83, 84, 209 & 210
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